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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
REPORT
To: Education Committee

Subject Best Value Service Review
Raising Achievement for All

From: Director of Education
Date: March 2001
Ref

DS/KM

Purpose of Report
To report on the progress of the remaining service reviews carried out in phase 3 of the Best
Value Service Review cycle (2000-01).

Recommendations
The education committee is asked:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

to note the contents of this report
to note and approve the improvement action plan in respect of the review on Raising
Achievement for All
to note that the Best Value review on Early Years staffing is being continued into
phase 4 of the Best Value Service review cycle.

Members wishing any further information should contact:
Michael Q'Neill, Director of Education on 01236 812336
Dan Sweeney, Head of Quality & Support Services on 01 236 8 12291

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL : DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
BEST VALUE SERVICE REIVEW - RAISING ACHIEVEMENT FOR ALL
Report by Director

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The director of education’s report on Best Value Service reviews to the January
meeting of the education committee intimated that reports on the final two reviews in
the phase 3 cycle of service reviews would be tabled at the March meeting of the
committee.

2.

SERVICE REVIEWS

2.1

The review of Raising Achievement for All in secondary education has been
completed and a report is attached. The full text of this review has been placed in the
members library for the information of members.

2.2

Problems have been encountered in gathering the data necessary to complete the
review on Early Years staffing and this review will now be carried forward into phase
4 of the Best Value Service review cycle in 2001-2002.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

The education committee is asked:
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

to note the contents of this report
to note and approve the improvement action plans in respect of the review on
Raising Achievement for All
to note that the Best Value Service review on Early Years staffing is being
continued into phase 4 of the Best Value Service review cycle.
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Best Value Service Review of the Raising Achievement for All
initiative in secondary schools.
1.

Context for the review: the education department’s “Raising Achievement for
All” policy

1.1

The policy document Raising Achievement for All is central to the work of North
Lanarkshire Council’s Education Department, and provides the strategic
framework for the department’s efforts to raise achievement and promote social
inclusion. The policy addresses the link between deprivation and
underachievement and focuses on the need to break this link if young people are
to be given an equal chance to succeed. The North Lanarkshire targets as
expressed in the Raising Achievementfor All policy embrace a broad notion of
achievement, and offer a way of monitoring the delivery of experiences regarded
as being essential to a well-rounded education, and to achievementfur all.

1.2

The review covers three major elements of input in the form of extra resources to
counter the negative effects of disadvantage on achievement. It also looks at how
schools are managing to deliver the experiential targets guaranteed to students in
terrns of the ‘Secondary Commitment’ made in the policy.

2.

Range and scope of the review: Study Support, Outward Bound Programme,
Easter Schools, Experiential Targets in Secondary Schools

2.1

The Raising Achievementfor All policy provides impetus and direction for every
aspect of the department’s Service Plan; and a wide variety of approaches,
programmes, and initiatives reflect its philosophy. In reviewing ‘raising
achievement initiatives in secondary schools’, it was necessary to limit the scope
of the review to certain key elements. These are as follows:
(i) Study Support (Sl-S6)
(ii) The Aiming Higher With Outward Bound programme (S4), and
(iii) Easter Schools (S5/6)

2.2

Additionally, however, it was decided to review an element of the Raising
Achievementfor All strategy which was not centrally organised, but was very
much devolved to schools themselves. These were the ‘experiential targets ’ in
the policy relating to the core values/skills/attributes relating to community
involvementkitkenship, artistichporting development, personal/social
development and vocational/FE/HE preparation, which schools are asked to
develop in young people as part of Raising Achievement for All. The final
element of the review, therefore, is as follows:
(iv) Other Raising Achievement for All” ventures initiated by secondary
schools themselves, in relation to fulfilling experiential targets outlined in
the policy and linked to the deployment of additional resources to support
the policy.
“
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3.

Methodologies employed in the review
In taking the review forward, the team sought to employ a variety of projects
across the four elements of the review. These were as follows:

3.1

Process benchmarking

+

+
+
o

3.2

Quality benchmarking
o
Comparison of results of students attending Easter Schools vis a vis peer
group; using S Grade baseline. jrjelayed by SQA failure to deliver results
on time)

+

3.3

+
+

Comparison of the cost of the Aiming Higher with Outward Bound
programme with the basic cost of the same and against other private
providers.
Comparison of the cost per pupil for Study Support by school.
Comparison of the cost of Easter Schools run centrally by the authority with
the cost of similar examination revision courses run by private providers.

Customer surveys

+
o
o

3.5

Internal case study of one secondary school’s programme for Study Support
as accredited by the Quality in Study Support award.

Cost benchmarking
o

3.4

Comparison of North Lanarkshire’s Outward Bound programme with that
of Birmingham City Council.
Comparison with West Lothian Council regarding the allocation of
resources to schools in relation to school/centre-based Study Support, and
the development, monitoring and evaluating of Study Support.
Comparison with Highland Council regarding the organisation,
development, monitoring and evaluating of Easter Schoois.
Survey of schools to determine how they go about fulfilling the experiential
targets as exemplified in the Raising Achievementfor All policy.

Survey of parents of pupils attending Aiming Higher with Outward Bound
courses in session 1999-2000.
Review of students’ views of the Aiming Higher with Outward Bound
programme,
Survey of students attending Easter Schools in April 2000.

Star survey and sta# evaluations
o
Sampling of staff views of the Aiming Higher with Outward Bound

+

programme.
Staff evaluations of Study Support provision.
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4.

Study Support: summary of findings

4.1

Curient provision
Study Support is the term generally given to that element of out of school hours
learning which is school or centre based and managed by the secondary school.
In the fxst instance, the mainline budget dedicated-to study support is allocated to
schools in relation to the size of the school roll, the proportion of students
entitled to footwear and clothing grants, and the transport costs likely to be
incurred. This formula-based funding is then augmented from the Excellence
Fund: schools can bid for funding to develop innovative projects or to extend
study support facilities to new groups of students. Part of the Excellence Fund is
ring-fenced for the purposes of central co-ordination, monitoring, evaluation and
support, and to provide an authority network for primary schools and, separately,
for secondary schools.

4.2

Key issues to be examined
These included:

+

cost per pupil hour, related to formula based funding, set against collated
school evaluations indicating the range and scope of provision

+

the value of the co-ordination and networking approach adopted in North
Lanarkshire, via comparison with another authority

+
4.3

the use of the national Study Support Code of Practice as a benchmarking
instrument against which schools can self-evaluate, via a particular case
study involving St Aidan’s High School.

Anticipated improvements
These included:

+
+
+

a more critical and creative approach to how resources are deployed in
schools.
better approaches to distributing resources and supporting, monitoring and
evaluating projects centrally.
encouraging schools to use the Code of Practice to evaluate their own
practice.

4.4

Results

4.4.1

The cost per pupil hour exercise is now established as part of an on-going method
of collating management information in relation to study support, and schools
report that they are finding the system of recording data extremely useful and
easy to operate. Costs per pupil hour for the eleven schools responding ranged
from 21.21 to $3.52 (average S2.05). No qualitative judgements can be made
from this raw data, since different forms of study support costs different amounts
to provide, but it is felt that this tool will help co-ordinators to evaluate their own
provision. A qualitative evaluation instrument using computer technology is
currently being investigated with a view to assisting schouls in evaluating the
worth of their programmes.
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4.4.2

4.4.3

The North Lanarkshire network structure receives a high satisfaction rating and
appears to be regarded as a useful mechanism for sharing good practice. The
West Lothian model proved to be of interest in respect of plans to implement a
more throughgoing use of the Code of Practice in schools’ self-evaluation of
study support.
St Aidan’s High School Case Study exemplifies not only good practice but is an
excellent model of self-evaluation and should be disseminated to all schools.

4.5

Option appraisal

4.5.1

The options are as follows:

+
+
+
+
+
4.5.2

Continue to provide the existing service in-house;
Continue to provide the existing service in-house but on a modified basis;
Subject the existing or modified service to voluntary competitive tendering;
Cease to undertake the service (or part thereof);
Externalise the service.

Options 3/5 are not tenable in terms of either the government’s thinking or of the
Raising Achievement Fur All approach to breaking the link between
underachievement and deprivation. Options 1 and 2 are both viable but since the

Review has highlighted possible areas for development, Option 2 - to continue to
provide the existing service in-house but on a modified basis is the more
appropriate.

5.

Outward Bound: summary of findings

5.1

Current provision
The Aiming Higher with Outward Bound programme is specifically designed to
help S4 students develop a greater degree of self-confidence and self-belief,
through participating with others in a variety of challenging activities. In its
emphasis on changing aspirations and building self-understanding and motivation
as a route to achievement, the programme represents a key strand of the Raising
Achievement for All strategy. To date, nearly 4000 students have experienced a
week long personal development programme held at Outward Bound’s Loch Eil
centre. As with other aspects of out of school hours learning, places are allocated
to schools on the basis of school roll, with a weighting in respect of deprivation.
The programme operates in partnership with the Outward Bound Trust, which
contributes f75,OOO annually towards fees totalling &160,000for 1000 places.
Other costs are met via NLC Education Department from the Government’s
Excellence Fund.

5.2

Key issues $Q be examined
These included:
9

evaluation of whether or not the experience results in an increase in
confidence, motivation and positive attitude for the S4 students who take
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part, via the perceptions of parents (given that the views of staff and
students have already been gathered).

+

+
5.3

the way in which the experience afforded by the Aiming Higher with
Outward Bound week was organised and co-ordinated at authority level via
a comparison with Birmingham City Council.

Antiiipated improvements
These included:

+

5.4

the question of whether the Aiming Higher with Outward Bound week
represents good value for money via a comparison with other private
providers and with the unsubsidised cost of the same course as provided by
Outward Bound Scotland.

highlighting aspects of the programme which are failing to meet
expectations, so that attention can be given to developing these aspects.

+

confirmation that the Outward Bound partnership model offers good value
for money, given the degree of partnership funding available from the
Outward Bound Trust.

+

learning from the processes adopted by Birmingham City Council in order
to refine current practice.

Results

122 responses were returned from a total of 400 questionnaires sent out to
parents. Overall, there was a very positive response. The findings from the
parents ’ survey in particular reinforced the awareness of co-ordinators in schools
and others that while the Aiming Higher with Outward Bound experience makes a
substantial impact at the time, and has at least medium-term perceived gains in
terms of confidence and self-esteem, further work is required to help students
translate the positive insights into themselves which they have gained during the
week away into targets which will help them focus on schoolw.ork, exams and
future life choices. Further development work, therefore, needs to be focused on
the debriefing and target-setting aspect of the programme.
5.4.2 After reviewing costs from other providers, the team were satisfied that the
Outward Bound Scotland model, with partnership funding from the Outward
Bound Patrons’ Company, represented excellent value for money.
5.4.3 The Birmingham programme proved to be substantially different from our own.
However the more intensive nature of the programme, in particular the focus on
debriefing and follow-up work is of considerable interest, and a visit to
Birmingham to further investigate how this is achieved should be considered,
with a view t.o resolving some of the issues discussed in 5.4.1above.

5.4.1

5.5

Option appraisal

5.5.1

The options are as follows:
Continue to provide the existing service in-house;
Continue to provide the existing service in-house but on a modified basis;
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0

+
+

Subject the existing or modified service to voluntary competitive tendering;
Cease to undertake the service (or part thereof);
Externalise the service.

5.5.2

It is clear from the qualitative evidence received from pupils, parents and staff
that Option 4 - to cease to undertake the service - should not be considered,
Options 3/5 would not be justified in that no other provider comes close to
offering anything like the same value as Outward Bound, especially when the
subsidy of places is taken into account. Options 1 and 2 are both viable but since
the Review has highlighted possible areas for development, Option 2 - to
continue to provide the existing service in-house but on a modified basis - is the
more appropriate.

6.

Easter Schools: summary of findings

6.1

Current provision
Easter Schools for S5/6 students about to embark on their Higher exams have
been running in partnership with Coatbridge College, Cumbernauld College, and
Motherwell College for the past 4 years. The rationale for the Easter Schools is
that as many students as possible should have the kind of extra support they might
require prior to the exams, and that this should not be based (as elsewhere) on the
ability to pay for private tuition. With the support of the three FE Colleges,
around 450 students each year are able to attend a four/five day Easter revision
school. As with the other Raising Achievement for All initiatives described in this
review, the emphasis is on building confidence, self-motivation and high
aspirations, as well as on developing the good study skills and exam techniques
necessary to do well in the Higher examinations. The Easter Schools are now
funded via NLC Education department from the Government’s Excellence Fund,
with the FE Colleges contributing substantially to the overall cost of running the
schools.

6.2

Key issues to be examined
These included

+
+

+
+
6.3

the question of whether attendance at Easter School improved the attainment
of students at Higher Grade, via a comparison of results with a control
group of students who had not attended.
the effectiveness of current arrangements to structure, co-ordinate the
Easter Schools in schools and from the centre, via a comparison with
Highland Council
a comparison of costs with private providers to see whether this would
provide better value.
the perceptions of students as to the value of the Easter Schools.

Anticipated ~ r n ~ ~ o v e ~ ~ ~ ~ s
These included

7
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+
+
+
+

improving the service to students via a greater understanding of target
group, and of areas of strength and weakness in terms of subject delivery.
adopting useful ideas from Highland Council’s model of delivery.
using a private provider as an alternative to the authority-run Easter
Schools.
better meeting students’ needs and expectations as revealed in the qualitative
evaluation.

6.4

Results

6.4.1

It was impossible to pursue this aspect of investigation in the timescale given, due
to the SQA’s failure to deliver accurate examination results on time. This
analysis will be carried out when the information is available, and action will be
taken in line with the anticipated improvements outlined above.

6.4.2

There were no major differences found in the approach adopted by Highland,
perhaps not surprising given that the NLC model was used as its basis. However
the idea of attendance rewards for students in the form of free cinema passes and
golf passes might be worth pursuing within the authority for the coming year.

6.4.3

Comparison with a private provider indicates that the current arrangement is
considerably more cost effective for the authority than private revision classes
would be, even before the subsidy from the Colleges is taken into account, quite
apart from the advantages to students of providing classes locally.

6.4.4

Students reported that they had felt welcome, that a positive learning environment
had been experienced, that the Easter School had been useful, certainly preferable
to studying at home, and that there had been benefits in having things explained
in a different way, and in a different location. However fewer students reported
that they felt more confident, better prepared, and more able to study on their
own as a result of attendance at Easter Sclhool, indicating that this element of
Easter Schools’ provision needs to be reviewed.

6.5

Option Appraisal

6.5.1

The options are as follows:

+
+
+

6.5.2

Continue to provide the existing service in-house;
Continue to provide the existing service in-house but on a modified basis;
Subject the existing or modified service to voluntary competitive tendering;

4

Cease to undertake the service (or part thereof);

+

Externalise the service.

Private tutoring is not an option for a great many of the young people in North
Lanarkshire. It is the view of the education department that all young people
should have the option of accessing the extra support, tutoring and study skills
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which they require at this time. Despite the unfortunate failure to attain ‘hard’
evidence that the Easter Schools make a difference, the very positive qualitative
evidence from staff, pupils and parents suggests that the authority Easter Schools
are providing a much sought after service. To cease providing this service is,
therefore, not an option. Similarly, the partnership which exists between the
authority and the Colleges, resulting in a generous subsidy for staffing costs
means that the per student costs of the authority Easter Schools are significantly
less than those of the private sector. Options 3/5 are therefore not viable options.
The recommendation, therefore, is to continue to provide the existing service inhouse but on a modified basis, in light of the areas identified for possible
development,

7.

Experiential Targets in Secondary Schools: summary of findings

7.1

Current provision
The policy of Raising Achievement For All is designed to promote an ethos of
achievement in which high expectations and high standards are set in all spheres
of activity, where effort is supported and where all learners are encouraged to
‘aim high’, to learn from mistakes and to go on to experience and enjoy success.
Whilst there is a clear focus on attainment, the policy lays great emphasis on
providing a broad range of learning experiences so that young people are given
opportunities to compete in an atmosphere of respect for all, to work cooperatively in teams, to develop high standards of reliability, to study
independently, to take responsibility, to exercise leadership and to grow in
citizenship. For this reason, a set of ‘experiential targets’ is included in the
policy, and at secondary level there are examples of student entitlements in
community involvementlcitizenship, artistic/sporting development,
personal/social development and vocational/FE/HE preparation. Within these
broad areas, schools are asked to consider how they may provide appropriate
learning experiences in order to support the policy.

7.2

Key Issues to be examined
These included:

+

+

the scope of the activities undertaken and the extent of pupil involvement,
reviewed via a questionnaire to schools
the costs in staff time and the monetary cost involved in honouring the
experiential targets set for students, estimated via a case study of one
school.

7.3

Anticipated improvements
It was anticipated that examination of the information collected would allow an
evaluation of progress to date and help to identify good practice for wider
dissemination.

7.4

Results

7.4.1

Responses to the survey received from all 26 secondary schools reveal that pupils
are offered a variety of activities under the headings listed in Raising Achievement
for All and that an average of 8/9 activities were undertaken by each pupil within
the case-study school. Each year hundreds of pupils in many schools take part in
community fund-raising, industry links, artistic performance, sporting
participation, cultural activities, one-to-one target setting, careers education and
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other personal and social development opportunities. Virtually all North
Lanarkshire pupils attend regular personal and social development classes
throughout secondary school and take part in work experience in the year
immediately before they are able to leave.
7.4.2

The figures SLOWthat secondary schools provide a wide variery of relevant
activities whic5 reach large numbers of their pupils. In the case study, more tRan
60% of the total costs (staff and equipment) come from budget lines which are
not directly associated with the Raising Achievement for All policy. This is a
considerable commitment by the schcpol which demonstrates that central input in
terms of designated budget lines and bid funding has been cost effective.

7.4.3

There is a wide variation between schools in the types of activities undertaken
and in the extent of pupil involvement. In a devolved system this quite properly
reflects the varying contexts within which schools operate and the
correspondingly differing ethos sa”each institution. However, dissemination of
the information which has been gathered on Raising Achievement for All activities
may have the following effects :

+

By providing feedback on in-school involvement in the Raising Achievement
f u r All programme the broad concept of achievement rather than merely
attainment is emphasised. This provides schools with an appropriate context
for self-evaluation and planning for the future.

+

By highlighting experiences which take place in most secondary schools but
are suitable for all it will promote a core set of activities.

+

By listing examples of activities taking place in only one institution it will
help to disseminate interesting and innovative practice.

8.

Points for Action: Summary

8.1

To further develop the mechanisms for collating quantitative management
information in relation to study support.

8.2

To pursue methods of gathering qualitative information from students, staff
and parents which will further assist schools to monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of programmes

8.3

To pursue discussions with West Lothian Council and other authorities with a
view to refining the North Lanarkshire model of developing, monitoring and
evaluating study support.

8.4

To disseminate the St Aidan’s Case Study with a view to encouraging other
schools to become more proactive in using the Code of Practice to evaluate
their study support programmes.

8.5

To investigate options to work with Outward Bound to deliver outreach
programmes with NLC students as a follow-up to the AimrZzg Higher with
Outward Bound week-long programme at the Loch Eil Centre, drawing on
the Birmingham model and pursuing further sources of funding to make this
viable.

8.6

To colliiate and disseminate existing good ractice in schools
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helping students build on the gains in confidence and self-esteem, and
transfer these gains into their ‘real life’ situations.

8.7

To conduct an analysis of the results of students attending Easter School,
once these are available, and to compare progress made with that of students
not attending.

8.8

To investigate the possibility of leisure passes and other incentives to
attending Easter School.

8.9

To place the issue of confidence, stress management and study skills higher
on the agenda for the coming year’s Easter School.

8.10

To disseminate the findings from the survey of schools to all secondary
schools in order to share good practice.

8.11

To draw up performance indicators for Raising Achievement for All, so that
schools are supported in their self-evaluation of this key aspect of education,

Any information gathered for the purposes of this Review is available for further perusal
if required.
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Service Review - Improvement Action Plan

Education Department
Review Area - Rai 'ng Achievement In iatives in Secondail Schools
___--

Description of the
planned improvement.

Why has this
improvement been
chosen and which
PMP criteria does it
relate to?

What is this
iinproveinent intended
to achieve? This
should be both specific
and measurable.

What are the key project
milestones for this
improvement? These
should detail both relevant
actions/timescales.
Actions

To disseminate the
findings from the
survey ofschools to all
secondary schools in
order to share good
practice.

To allow an evaluation
of progress to date and
to help identify good
practice.

To support
implementation of the
Raising A clzieverneiz t
for All policy in the
following ways:
rn

9

PIMP Criterion 8

to encourage
benchmarking
between secondary
schools so that a
consensus on core
activities is
reached.
to make schools
aware of
interesting and
innovative practice
which is taking
place elsewhere

How will it be known
that the improvement
has achieved what it
was meant to?

In which of your
plans (eg Service
Plan) is this
improvement
detailed?

.

Policy Unit Management Plan

Timescale

Send raw
Feb '01
questionnaire
results to schools
for comment and
amendment.
Revise
information.

Mar '0 1

Analyse and
present finished
paper to
secondary
headteachers
meeting.

May '0 1

There will be:
an increase in the
numbers of young
people
participating in
activities

.

=

a greater
uniformity in
provision of 'core'
activities
a broader scope of
activities within
schools.

Service Review - Improvement Action Plan
Education Department
Review Area - Raising Achievement Initiatives in Secondaiy Schools
~-

Description of the
planned improvement.

Why has this
improvement been
chosen and which
PMP criteria does it
relate to?

To work with Outward To support the young
Boand and school staff people who have taken
co-ordinators to
part in the Outward
develop an outreach
Bound programme so
programme as a follow that they may build
up to the Aiming Higher upon this experience.
with Outward Bound
programme at the Loch
Eil Centre.

PMP Criterion 8

What is this
What are the key project
improvement intended milestones for this
improvement? These
to achieve? This
should be both specific should detail both relevant
and measurable.
actions/timescales.

To provide in-school
opportunities for the
young people to use and
develop the personal
competences, which
they have gained during
the week at Outward
Bound.

Actions

Timescale

Meeting of OB
personnel and
selected school
staff.

May '02

Proposal for
activities to be
piloted.

Sep '01

Pilot projects
implemented.

Jan - Apr
'02

Review of pilot
projects.

May '02

Dissemination of
programme to
schools.

Aug '02 -Jun '03

How will it be known
that the improvement
has achieved what it
was meant to?

In which of your
plans (eg Service
Plan) is this
improvement
detailed?

There will be an
increase in the number
of secondary schools,
which have a
programme of foilowup activities in place.

Policy Unit Management Plan

Service Review - Iinprovement Action Plan
Education Department
Review Area - Raising Achievement Initiatives in Secondary Schools
..~

Description of the
planned improvement.

To develop the
programme for
collecting information
used in the survey on
study support so that it
will be all available to
all secondary schools
for use throughout the
session for monitoring
and evaluating study
;upport systems.

Why has this
improvement been
chosen and which
PMP criteria does it
relate to?

What is this
improvement intended
to achieve? This
should be both specific
and measurable.

To assist secondary

'10 provide each

schools in the
monitoring and
evaluation of their study
support programmes.

secondary school with a
standard fosmat for
recording information
on supported study with
a view to improving the
monitoring and
evaluation of the
programmes offered.

PMP Criteria - 5,6,8,9

What are the key project
milestones for this
improvement? These
should detail both relevant
actions/timescales.
Actions

Timescalc

Develop
programme to
enable it to be
used by schools
throughout a
session.

Jan - Apr

Pilot the
programme in
selected schools.

Aug '01Mar '02

Amend the
programme if
needed.

Easter Summer
'02

Distribute
programme to
schools for use.

Jun '02

Schools and
department use
programme as a
management

Session
2002-'03
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How will it be known
that the improvement
has achieved what it
was meant to?

In which of your
plans (eg Service
Plan) is this
improvement .
detailed?

Programme is in place
and is used by schools
for monitoring and
evaluating their study
support programme.

Policy Unit Management
Plan.

The department gains

iool.

easier access to
information relating to
such programmes.

Service Review - Improvement Action Plan

Education Department

Review Area - Raising Achievement Initiatives in Secondary Schools
Description of the
planned improvement.

Why has this
improvement been
chosen and which
PMP criteria does it
relate to?

What is this
improvement intended
to achieve? This
should be both specific
and measurable.

What are the key project
milestones for this
improvement? These
should detail both relevant
actions/timescales.
Actions
Timescale

How will it be known
that the improvement
has achieved what it
was meant to? . -

In which of your
plans (eg Service
Pian) is this
improvement
detailed?

To develop the Easter
School programme to
include additional
classes on confidence,
stress management and
study skills.

To develop levels of
confidence and
decrease levels of stress
in young people
participating in Easter
Schools, who are
approaching Higher
examinations.

Students will be able to
approach SQA
examinations with more
confidence. They will
as a result be more
capable of realising
their potential in the
Higher grade
examinations.

Identify
appropriate
tutors and
classes.

March
'0 1

Policy Unit Management Plan

Timetable
classes.

March
'0 1

Results of questionnaire
will indicate on
increased level of
confidence in students
attending Easter School.
( comparison with
questionnaire from
1999,2000)

Implement
timetable.

April '01

Evaluate
effectiveness of
intervention
through
questionnaire
and analysis of
results.

Dec '01

Report to
appropriate
Dersonnel.

Oct '01 Mar '02

Student evaluations
have shown that there i5
a need to boost
confidence levels,
thereby relieving stress
felt by students.

PMP Criteria
Z,5,6,8,9

Analysis of examination
results will indicate a
gain in examination
results for those pupils
attending Easter School.

Education Department
Service Review - Improvement Action Plan
Review Area - Raising Achievement Initiatives in Secondary Schools
Why has this
Description of the
planned improvement. improvement been
chosen and which
PMP criteria does it
relate to?

The St. Aidan’s case study
will be disseminated as a
model of good practice
with a view to
encouraging more schools
to use the national
benchmark. ‘The Code of
Practice’ to evaluate their
study support
programmes.

To share good practice
and to encourage schools
to evaluate and develop
study support programmes
within the context of a
national benchmark.

PMP Criterion 8

What is this
What are the key project
improvement intended milestones for this
improvement? These
to achieve? This
should be both specific should detail both relevant
and measurable.
actions/timescales.

To enhance the quality of
existing study support
programmes.

To facilitate more schools
in gaining national
accreditation.

Actions

Timescale

Introduce case
study at Secondary
Network Support
meeting. Invite
notes of interest.
As above for
Primary Network
Support meeting.

Feb ’01

Respond to
Lnteresthdentify
and approach
specific schools.

Jun ‘01

Arrange meeting
Lo discuss process.
htroduce
Margaret Martin
3s ‘critical friend’.

Jun ’01

In which of your
plans (eg Service
Plan) is this
improvement
detailed?

There will be:

Policy Unit Management
Plan.

evidence o f a mvre
structured approach
to the management of
study support
programmes through
feedback at Network
Support meetings.

Establish
.imetable.

Aug ’01
flork in
iartnership with
ichools and
:ritical friend
owards
iccreditation.

How will it be known
that the improvement
has achieved what it
was meant to?

Aug ’01 Jun ’02

-

successful national
accreditation of
schools as ‘emerging
centres’ - one
primary school and
one secondary
school.

Service Review - Improvement Action Plan
Education Department
Review Area - Raising Achievement Initiatives in Secondary Schools
Why has this
Description of the
planned improvement. improvement been
chosen and which
PMP criteria does it
relate to?

To conduct an analysis To develop a
of the results of
mechanism for
students attending
comparing the
Easter Schools and to
performance at Higher
compare progress made grade of students
with that of students not attending Easter
attending.
Schools with students
not attending. This
comparison will involve
looking at the value
added from the students
standard grade results.

PMP Criteria
- 5,6,8,9

What is this
What are the key project
improvement intended milestones for this
improvement? These
to achieve? This
should be both specific should detail both relevant
actions/timescales.
and measurable.

To put in place a
mechanism which will
allow the support
offered to students
attending Easter
Schools and their
resulting Higher grade
results to be compared
with those students not
attending and provide a
measure of the success
of said schools.

Actions

Tiniescale

Analysis of
results
undertaken and
comparison
made.

Sept - Oct
'0 1

Findings of
analysis
disseminated to
SMT and
schools.

End
Oct '01

Mechanism used
for comparison
refined in light
of experience
and made ready
for use in
subsequent
years.

Nov - Dec
'01

How will it be known
that the improvement
has achieved what it
was meant to?

In which of your
plans (eg Service
Plan) is this
improvement
detailed?

Analysis will have beer; Policy Unit conducted and findings Management
made known to
Plan.
schools.

A mechanism will be in
place which will allow
an aspect of the success
of Easter Schools to be
measured.

